Summary and Objective
Effective Pitching
It takes a lot of work for an entrepreneur to develop, explore, refine and then design a business
idea. No matter how innovative, groundbreaking or even simple their business ideas are, an
entrepreneur will eventually need to pitch it to a relevant audience in order to gain support and
funding that they need. Supporting entrepreneurs to create compelling pitches is critical. They need
to understand what a pitch is and why they are important. They also need to know what key
elements to include in their pitch and have some structure and guidance – what is a “must have”
and what is a “nice to have”.
Session Objective
Key elements to consider for pitching
How to create an effective pitch deck
How to provide a compelling case study that entrepreneurs can relate to in order to better understand
key principles and methods
Reviewing and providing feedback on entrepreneur's pitches
Provide useful tools and tips

Effective Pitching

Pitching is very important
Entrepreneurs should understand why pitching is very important. This should cover why they will need to pitch,
and the reasons are broader than just accessing investment funding. They might have to pitch to other
stakeholders such as suppliers and distributers.
It’s also important to get the entrepreneurs to understand what their audience is looking for in their pitches
• Are you credible and likeable?
• Do you have a good team?
• Is your business attractive?
• Your business growth potential?
• Can your business scale?
• Are you investable?

Tips

•The importance of pitching should be shared along with the case study so that entrepreneurs understand the
wider context

When to pitch
When do you pitch?
• Access to investment or funding
• Gaining support for your business idea
• To recruit and build team
• Making sales to a customers
• Pitching events and competitions

Why pitch
Why do you pitch?
• Capture your audience's attention
• Explain your business idea clearly,
simply and concisely
• Receive investment or achieve sales
• Get a follow-up meeting agreed

Pitching must have
Must Have
• Problem
• Solution (any USP/innovation?)
• Business Model
• Credibility and reasons to believe
• Call to action

Pitching – also consider….
Also Consider…
• Go to market plan
• Competition
• Team
• Projections and milestones
• Status and timeline

Pitching – best practice
A pitching canvas to help design a pitch

Short, quick and easy to read

10 Slides

https://www.boardofinnovation.com/tools/pitching-canvas/

10 – 15 Min

Easy to
read font

Pitching evaluation and feedback
Providing good feedback

Practicing, honing and refining
• When the entrepreneurs have developed and articulated their business ideas, they will need to
create a compelling pitch. This should be based on the guidance and structure that they have
been provided with
• To further refine their pitches, and to give them valuable experience and practice, holding a
pitching session where each entrepreneur can pitch to an audience is highly recommended. This
allows them to practice their pitch delivery, get used to the timing (10 minutes) and is an
opportunity for them to receive feedback on areas where they can improve
• A good approach is to dedicate a whole day to pitching, depending on the number of
entrepreneurs, ensuring they have been given adequate time to put together their pitches

Tips
• To ensure the entrepreneurs receive insightful and actionable feedback, audience
members/judges can use a pitch evaluation template to capture feedback in a systematic way that
allows young entrepreneurs to understand how to improve and in which areas of their pitches

https://www.boardofinnovation.com/tools/pitch-evaluation-sheet/

